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Another successful year has come to an end for the
swimming pool lifeguards in Vulcan. The pool’s last day
was Aug. 31, when the staff gathered for one more day in
the sun before starting their fall endeavours. Around the
diving board guard rail from left are Kim Krasman, head
lifeguard Janeen Armstrong, Larinda Griffin, Derice Bittorf
and Stacey Nolan, with Denny Kaiser at the back.
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Medical experts report that an epidemic of influenza
is poised to sweep the nation again this winter. Every
year in Canada, thousands of people die of influenza
while many more suffer the effects of this serious
illness. We tend to think of anything that causes the
sniffles, coughing, diarrhea, fever, muscle aches and
stomach aches as the flu, which is why influenza is
confused with other illnesses or the common cold.
However, true influenza is an extremely contagious
respiratory disease that can be life threatening. It
usually keeps people in bed for several days in an
extremely weekend condition with malaise and fatigue
lingering for weeks afterwards. Classic flu symptoms
include a severe cough, frequent headaches, fever,
chills, severe aches and pains, weakness and loss of
appetite. The influenza virus almost always attacks
the lungs first, but it might then spread to other parts
of the body. As this happens, the body weakens,
making the individual more susceptible to the other
illnesses and allowing complications to arise. Bacterial
pneumonia is the most common complication and is
particularly dangerous in the elderly. Viral pneumonia,
kidney failure and nervous system disorders can prove
fatal as well.

Driving while dis-squirrel
I do it every day. I drive
while distracted.
Not necessarily by what
you might think, although
my driving job requires
me to attend to phone
calls, which I access via my
hands-free device.
(How much different that
is from holding the phone
might be up for debate.)
The distractions I’m referring to are the plethora of
roadside features and activities that might avert my eyes
from the roadway ahead
and my mirrors looking
back.
Most notably is the signage that lines our highways, giving us little or no
real assistance beyond
blocking a bit of sightline.
I’m pretty sure that most
drivers would be able to see
and negotiate a curve in the
highway without that little
orange sign with the bendy
arrow announcing its presence.
And I believe that most
farmers whose fields are
adjacent to the highway
don’t really need to be
reminded with four signs
that the four-lane divided
roadway their approach
enters is one way and
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they best not turn left into
oncoming traffic.
While I’m talking signs,
I should mention the new
versions of the roadside billboard — they are essentially
giant TV screen displays.
They can display colour
images instantly and often
change intermittently,
displaying another advertisement. I’m a bit of a TV
addict, so these signs attract
my attention. Don’t ask me
what the ads were, just that
there were big, colourful
pictures that flashed.
And that’s the thing.
There are so many signs that
they begin to blur together.
One thing I do occasionally to test how much attention I’m paying to the road is
to try to remember the last

signs I passed. Most often,
I might remember the last
one or two less than half
the time. So for a few minutes, I pay attention to the
signs until they begin to blur
together again.
I’m distracted when a
passing motorist is texting,
reading, grooming, holding
his phone or otherwise adding a menial task to his vehicle’s safe operation. I’ve laid
on the airhorn a few times
when those folks wander in
and out of their lane.
You can just imagine the
phone conversation: “Holy
(expletive), some trucker
just scared the (expletive)
out of me, I nearly dropped
my phone and spilled my
latte. I didn’t even know he
was there.”
This time of year, I add
farmers to my bad driver
profiling list. No one is more
distracted than someone
cruising through our ag
heartland gawking at the
crops and machinery as
harvest takes place. (I fall
loosely into that category by
the way.)
Look for the little green
sticker on the plate and
expect the unexpected
when passing a good crop

of barley or some combines.
We all think we can manage distractions behind the
wheel. When you’re watching TV and you get a phone
call at home and sit and
chat with your friend while
watching your program,
try to remember as much
about the phone conversation and the TV show as you
can when you hang up.
It’s surprising how much
is lost on both sides. I submit that driving a vehicle is
a bit more important a task
than watching television —it
shouldn’t be compromised
by a phone chat that could
wait.
You won’t injure someone if you miss the last question on Jeopardy! but you
might if you steam through
an intersection.
Just know that I’m trying
to filter all the erroneous
information around me and
my 100,000 pounds of truck
and freight so that I can deal
with my highway companions who might or might not
be using their filters.
I will be distracted occasionally, as will they. Let’s
not let our guard down for
the important details and
get home safely.

Space travel activists believe 21st century is their era
Since mankind’s first
flight off the ground more
than a century ago, the
dream to be space bound
past the birds has been
one of our fascinations and
goals.
Leonard Nimoy’s advocac y for the common
person to ride like today’s
astronauts was expressed in
his Jan. 24, 1982 “In Search
of ” series episode called
Time and Space Travel.
One of the featured advocacy groups, OASIS, the
Los Angeles chapter of the
National Space Society, is
introduced in the show,
and is still beating the drum
today for all of us to travel
past the stratosphere.
Entrepreneur Elon Musk
is answering that call, with
his company, Space Exploration Technologies, which
is coincidently located near
OASIS’s backyard.
In 2012, it became
the first private com-

and while it’s not the freedom we’re looking for, it’s
well ahead of what groups
like OASIS would have
envisioned when it started
up more than 30 years ago.
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pany to ship cargo to the
International Space Station,
marking a big step in the
non-governmental journey mission for groups like
OASIS.
R i c h a r d B r a n s o n ’s
space travel project, Virgin
Atlantic’s VSS Enterprise,
suffered a tragic setback
when SpaceShipTwo was
destroyed on an Oct. 31,
2014 test flight. One test
pilot was killed and another
was injured during the cash.
The International Space
Station has been upgraded
to accommodate guests,

Sky watch
On Thursday, Sept. 8
after sun down, look southsouthwest to see Mars,
Moon and Saturn cluster
before they set at midnight.
On Friday, Sept. 16, look
east at 8 p.m. for a spectacular harvest moon, which
will seem huge.
On Thursday, Sept. 22 at
8:21 a.m. the summer’s officially over.
The zodiacal light, a faint,
roughly triangular, whitish glow seen in the night
sky extended up from the
vicinity of the sun along the
ecliptic, or zodiac, is difficult to find. The best time is
from Thursday, Sept. 29 for
two weeks in the east morning twilight.

Public events
Join us Friday, Sept. 9 at 7:30
p.m. for our regular meeting. A short indoor presentation will be followed by
outside observing, weather
pending. The topic will be
“fall in the sky” followed
by stargazing through our
11-inch telescope.
Experts are on hand
the second Friday of each
month at 7:30 p.m. to
explain the heavens, teach
telescoping skills and help
you develop your knowledge of our sky.
For further information,
contact Vulcan Tourism at
403- 485-2994 or visit www.
vulcantourism.com.
Neel Roberts is a member
of the Calgary chapter of the
Royal Astronomical Society
of Canada. Neel welcomes
your questions and comments at 403-485-2683 and
Neel_Roberts@ptccan ada.
com.

